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Finding approximate overlaps is the ﬁrst phase of many sequence assembly methods. Given
a set of strings of total length n and an error-rate , the goal is to ﬁnd, for all-pairs
of strings, their suﬃx/preﬁx matches (overlaps) that are within edit distance k = ,
where  is the length of the overlap. We propose a new solution for this problem based on
backward backtracking (Lam, et al., 2008) and suﬃx ﬁlters (Kärkkäinen and Na, 2008). Our
technique uses nHk + o(n logσ) + r log r bits of space, where Hk is the k-th order entropy
and σ the alphabet size. In practice, it is more scalable in terms of space, and comparable
in terms of time, than q-gram ﬁlters (Rasmussen, et al., 2006). Our method is also easy to
parallelize and scales up to millions of DNA reads.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
High-throughput short read sequencing is revolutionizing the way molecular biology is researched. For example, the rou-
tine task of measuring gene expression by microarrays is now being replaced by a technology called RNA-seq [5,38];
the transcriptome is shotgun sequenced so that one is left with a set of short reads (typically e.g. of length 36 nucleotides)
whose sequence is known but it is not known from which parts of the genome they were transcribed. The process is
hence reversed by mapping the short reads back to the genome, assuming that the reference genome sequence is known.
Otherwise, one must resort to sequence assembly methods [31].
The short read mapping problem is essentially identical to an indexed multiple approximate string matching problem [26]
when using a proper distance/similarity measure capturing the different error types (SNPs, measurement errors, etc.). Re-
cently, many new techniques for short read mapping have come out building on the Burrows–Wheeler transform (BWT) [1]
and on the FM-index [8] concept. The FM-index provides a way to index a sequence within space of compressed sequence
exploiting BWT. This index provides so-called backward search principle that enables very fast exact string matching on
the indexed sequence. Lam et al. [16] extended backward search to simulate backtracking on suﬃx tree [39], i.e., to simulate
dynamic programming on all relevant paths of suﬃx tree; their tool BWT-SW provides an eﬃcient way to do local alignment
without the heuristics used in many common bioinformatics tools. The same idea of backward backtracking coupled with
search space pruning heuristics is exploited in the tools tailored for short read mapping: bowtie [17], bwa [19], SOAP2 [6].
In a recent study [20], an experimental comparison conﬁrmed that the search space pruning heuristics used in short read
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50 N. Välimäki et al. / Information and Computation 213 (2012) 49–58mapping software are competitive with the fastest index-based ﬁlters – suﬃx ﬁlters [14] by Kärkkäinen and Na – proposed
in the string processing literature.
In this paper, we go one step further in the use of backward backtracking in short read sequencing. Namely, we show
that the technique can also be used when the reference genome is not known, i.e., as part of overlap-layout-consensus
sequence assembly pipeline [15]. The overlap-phase of the pipeline is to detect all pairs of sequences (short reads) that
have signiﬁcant approximate overlap. We show how to combine suﬃx ﬁlters and backward backtracking to obtain a practical
overlap computation method that scales up to millions of DNA reads.
1.1. Related work
In an earlier conference version of this paper [37], we proposed algorithms for the approximate suﬃx/preﬁx match-
ing problem that were also based on backward backtracking [16] and suﬃx ﬁlters [14]. We brieﬂy review this work in
Section 4.1 and give comprehensive experiments against our new proposal.
Rasmussen et al. [32] proposed an eﬃcient q-gram ﬁlter for ﬁnding all local alignments between two sequences that
are longer than a given length and have an error rate of at most  . Their algorithm naturally extends for the approximate
suﬃx/preﬁx matching problem [32,24], but according to our experiments, requires signiﬁcantly more space than ours. See
Section 4.2 for a brief description of q-gram ﬁlters and experimental results.
There are also several other tools available that compute approximate overlaps as the ﬁrst phase of an overlap-layout-
consensus assembler. They often employ pre-ﬁltering (remove repetitive data) and heuristics that do not necessarily ﬁnd the
best possible approximate overlaps. For example, UMD Overlapper [33] is recommended to be used with many assemblers,
including Atlas [11] and Celera Assemblers [23]. Unfortunately, we were not yet able to run this tool with any of the test
cases used in our experiments.
There are also recent results on ﬁnding exact overlaps using less space [28], and on direct construction of a string graph
for exact overlaps [36].
2. Background
A string S = S[1,n] = S[1]S[2] · · · S[n] is a sequence of symbols (a.k.a. characters or letters). Each symbol is an element of
an ordered alphabet Σ = {1,2, . . . , σ }. A substring of S is written S[i, j] = S[i]S[i + 1] · · · S[ j]. A preﬁx of S is a substring of
the form S[1, j], and a suﬃx is a substring of the form S[i,n]. If i > j then S[i, j] = ε, the empty string of length |ε| = 0.
The lexicographical order “<” among strings is deﬁned in the obvious way. A text string T [1,n] is a string terminated by
the special symbol T [n] = $ /∈ Σ , smaller than any other symbol in Σ . Edit distance ed(T , T ′) is deﬁned as the minimum
number of insertions, deletions and replacements of symbols to transform string T into T ′ [18]. Hamming distance h(T , T ′)
is the number of mismatching symbols between strings T and T ′ . Hamming distance requires that |T | = |T ′| while the edit
distance can be computed for any two strings.
The methods to be studied are derivatives of the Burrows–Wheeler transform (BWT) [1]. The transform produces a per-
mutation of T , denoted by T bwt , as follows: (i) Build the suﬃx array [22] SA[1,n] of T , that is an array of pointers to
all the suﬃxes of T in the lexicographical order; (ii) The transformed text is T bwt = L, where L[i] = T [SA[i] − 1], taking
T [0] = T [n]. The BWT is reversible, that is, given T bwt = L we can obtain T as follows [1]: (a) Compute the array C[1, σ ]
storing in C[c] the number of occurrences of characters {$,1, . . . , c − 1} in the text T ; (b) Deﬁne the LF mapping as follows:
LF(i) = C[L[i]] + rankL[i](L, i), where rankc(L, i) is the number of occurrences of character c in the preﬁx L[1, i]; (c) Recon-
struct T backwards as follows: set s = 1, and for each i from n− 1 down to 1, do T [i] ← L[s] and s ← LF[s]. Finally put the
end marker T [n] ← $.
The FM-index [8] is a self-index based on the BWT. Given any pattern P , it is able to locate the interval SA[sp, ep] that
contains the occurrences of P without having SA stored. The FM-index uses an array C and function rankc(L, i) in the
so-called backward search algorithm, calling the rankc(L, i) function O (|P |) times. Its pseudocode is given below.
Algorithm Count(P [1,m])
(1) i ←m;
(2) sp ← 1; ep ← n;
(3) while (sp ep) and (i  1) do
(4) s ← P [i];
(5) sp ← C[s] + ranks(L, sp− 1) + 1;
(6) ep ← C[s] + ranks(L, ep);
(7) i ← i − 1;
(8) if (ep < sp) return “not found”
else return “found (ep − sp+ 1) occurrences”.
The correctness of the algorithm is easy to see by induction: At each phase i, the range [sp, ep] gives the maximal interval
of SA pointing to suﬃxes preﬁxed by P [i,m].
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LF-mapping to derive the unsampled values from the sampled ones.
Many variants of the FM-index have been derived that differ mainly in the way the rankc(L, i)-queries are solved [27].
For example, on small alphabets, it is possible to achieve nHk + o(n logσ) bits of space, for moderate k, with constant time
support for rankc(L, i) [9]. Here Hk is the standard k-th order entropy of the input string, i.e., the minimum number of bits
to code a symbol once its k-symbol context is seen. There holds Hk  logσ .
Let us denote by tLF and tSA the time complexities of LF-mapping (i.e. rankc(L, i) computation) and SA[i] computation,
respectively.
3. All-pairs suﬃx/preﬁx matching
Given a set T of r strings T 1, T 2, . . . , T r , of total length n, the exact all-pairs suﬃx/preﬁx matching problem is to ﬁnd,
for each ordered pair T i, T j ∈ T , all suﬃx/preﬁx matches (dubbed overlaps) longer than given threshold t . The problem can
be solved in optimal time by building a generalized suﬃx tree for the input strings:
Theorem 1. (See [10, Section 7.10].) Given a set T of r strings of total length n, let r∗ be the number of exact suﬃx/preﬁx overlaps
longer than a given threshold t. All such overlaps can be found in O (n + r∗) time and in Θ(n logn) bits of space.
In the sequel, we concentrate on approximate overlaps and more space-eﬃcient data structures. Instead of generalized
suﬃx trees, the following techniques use an FM-index built on the concatenated sequence of strings in T . Assume that all
strings T i contain the $-terminator as their last symbol. Now the resulting BWT T bwt contains all r terminators in some
permuted order. This permutation can be represented with an array D that maps from positions of $s in T bwt to strings
in T . Thus, the terminator T bwt[ j] = $ corresponds to string Ti where i = D[rank$(T bwt, j)]. The array requires d logd
bits.
Next subsection introduces a basic backtracking algorithm that can ﬁnd approximate overlaps within a ﬁxed distance k.
The second subsection describes a ﬁltering method that is able to ﬁnd approximate overlaps when the maximum distance
depends on length of the overlap.
3.1. Backward backtracking
The backward search can be extended to backtracking to allow the search for approximate occurrences of the pattern [16].
To get an idea of this general approach, let us ﬁrst concentrate on the k-mismatches problem: the pattern P [1,m] has an
approximate match in T , if there exists a substring T [ j, j+m−1] such that the Hamming distance h(P , T [ j, j+m−1]) k.
The following pseudocode ﬁnds the k-mismatch occurrences, and is analogous to the schemes used in [17,19]. The ﬁrst call
to the recursive procedure is kmismatches(P ,k,m,1,n).
Algorithm kmismatches(P [1,m],k, j, sp, ep)
(1) if (sp> ep) return;
(2) if ( j = 0)
(3) return SA[sp], . . . ,SA[ep];
(4) for each s ∈ Σ do
(5) sp′ ← C[s] + ranks(L, sp− 1) + 1;
(6) ep′ ← C[s] + ranks(L, ep);
(7) if (P [ j] = s) k′ ← k − 1; else k′ ← k;
(8) if (k′  0) kmismatches(P ,k′, j − 1, sp′, ep′).
The difference between the kmismatches algorithm and exact searching is that the recursion considers incrementally,
from right to left, all different ways the pattern can be altered with at most k substitutions. Simultaneously, the recursion
maintains the suﬃx array interval SA[sp, ep] where suﬃxes match the current modiﬁed suﬃx of the pattern.
To ﬁnd approximate overlaps of T i having at most k mismatches, we call kmismatches(T i,k, |T i |,1,n) and modify the
algorithm’s output as follows. At each step, we check how many $-terminators the range T bwt[sp, ep] contains. This check
requires only two additional rank$ queries in T bwt , thus, the overall time complexity of the recursion does not change.
Any $-terminators occurring in the range represent strings whose preﬁx matches, with at most k mismatches, the suﬃx
T i[ j,m] where m = |T i |. Thus, each of the terminators corresponds to one valid overlap of length j. Terminators and their
respective strings T i
′
can be enumerated from the array D in constant time per identiﬁer: the identiﬁers to output are
D[rank$(T bwt, sp− 1) + 1, rank$(T bwt, ep)].
The worst case complexity of backward backtracking is O (σ kmk+1tLF). There are several recent proposals to prune the
search space [17,19] but none of them can be directly adapted to the suﬃx/preﬁx matching problem.
To ﬁnd all-pairs approximate overlaps, the k-mismatch algorithm is called for each string T i ∈ T separately. We obtain
the following result:
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overlaps longer than a given threshold t and within Hamming distance k. All such approximate overlaps can be found in
O (σ ktLF
∑
T∈T |T |k+1 + r∗) time and in nHk + o(n logσ) + r log r bits of space.
From the above theorem, it is straightforward to achieve a space-eﬃcient and easily parallelizable solution for the exact
(k = 0) all-pairs suﬃx/preﬁx matching problem (cf. Theorem 1):
Corollary 1. Given a set T of r strings of total length n, let r∗ be the number of exact suﬃx/preﬁx overlaps longer than a given
threshold t. All such overlaps can be found in O (ntLF + r∗) time and in nHk + o(n logσ) + r log r bits of space.
Notice that the stronger version of the algorithm in [10, Section 7.10] (the one using doubly-linked stacks) returns only
the longest exact overlap between each string pair. It is possible to simulate that algorithm space-eﬃciently by replacing
doubly-linked stacks with dynamic compressed bit-vectors [21] so that time complexity becomes O (n(tSA + logn) + r′) and
space complexity becomes nHk + o(n logσ) + r log r + n(1+ o(1)). We omit the details, as we focus on ﬁnding approximate
overlaps. A stronger version for approximate overlaps is an open problem.
When k-errors searching (edit distance in place of Hamming distance) is used instead of k-mismatches, one can apply
dynamic programming by building one column of the standard dynamic programming table [35] on each recursive step.
Search space can be pruned by detecting the situation when the minimum value in the current column exceeds k. To
optimize running time, one can use Myers’ bit-parallel algorithm [25] with the bit-parallel witnesses technique [12] that
enables the same pruning condition as the standard computation. We omit the details for brevity.
3.2. Suﬃx ﬁlters
We build on suﬃx ﬁlters [14] and show how to search for approximate overlaps whose maximum edit distance depends
on length of the overlap. Let us ﬁrst describe the original idea of suﬃx ﬁlters for approximate pattern matching of string A
with edit distance k.
Suﬃx ﬁlters split the string to be searched into k+1 factors. More concretely, let string A be split into non-empty factors
A1A2 · · · Ak+1 = A. Now for any string B there exists an optimal factorization [14] B1B2 · · · Bk+1 = B such that ed(A, B) =∑
i∈[1,k+1] ed(Ai, Bi). We denote an interval of factors Ai Ai+1 · · · A j by A[i, j] for any 0 < i  j  k + 1. Strings A and B are
said to match4 on the interval [i, j] if ed(A[i, j], B[i, j]) j − i. Furthermore, strings A and B are said to strongly match on
[i, j] if they match on every preﬁx [i, j′] where j′ ∈ [i, j].
Lemma 1. (See [14, Lemma 2.2].) If ed(A, B) k, there exists i ∈ [1,k + 1] such that A and B have a strong match on [i,k + 1].5
Lemma 2. (See [14, from the proof of Lemma 2.2].) If ed(A, B) k, let [1, i] be the longest preﬁx interval, on which A and B do not
match, i.e. ed(A[1, i], B[1, i]) i. Then, A and B strongly match on [i + 1,k + 1].
During the suﬃx ﬁlter search, string B is considered as a candidate match if at least one suﬃx [i,k + 1] satisﬁes the
strong match condition. That is, each suﬃx A[i,k + 1] is searched so that the ﬁrst factor Ai has to match exactly (edit
distance zero). When the search advances from one factor to the next, the number of allowed errors is increased by one.
Fig. 1 shows the (cumulative) maximum number of errors allowed during search. If there is an occurrence of A within
distance k, at least one of the k + 1 ﬁlters will output it as a candidate [14]. In the end, all candidate occurrences must be
validated since the ﬁltering phase may ﬁnd candidates B ′ such that ed(A, B ′) > k.
Suﬃx ﬁlters have been shown to be one of the strongest ﬁlters [14]: the trick is to choose the last factor Ak+1 to
be larger than others so that the strong match condition on the shortest suﬃx [k + 1,k + 1] does not produce too many
candidates. However, suﬃx ﬁlters are not directly suitable for ﬁnding approximate overlaps: during the search we aim to
cover all overlap lengths in incremental manner. With the original suﬃx ﬁlters, this leads to problems because we cannot
control the length of the last factor, and in the worst case the last factor can be of length one. Thus, we will next introduce
our slightly modiﬁed suﬃx ﬁlters that propose one way of getting around the strong match condition for the shortest
suﬃx.
Given strings A and B , we say that the interval [i, j] is a weak match if ed(A[i, j′], B[i, j′])  j′ − i + 1 holds for all
j′ ∈ [i, j]. Now, during our modiﬁed suﬃx ﬁlter search, string B is considered as a candidate match if it satisﬁes the weak
match condition on [1,k + 1], or the strong match condition on [i,k + 1] for any i ∈ [2,k]. Fig. 2 shows the (cumulative)
maximum number of errors for these conditions; the weak match condition corresponds to the longest suﬃx (topmost ﬁlter
in the ﬁgure), and the strong match conditions to the rest of the k− 1 ﬁlters in the ﬁgure. The weak match condition might
seem like an overkill (since it allows k+ 1 errors for the last factor) but it is required when we later search for approximate
overlaps in incremental manner. Let us show that these modiﬁed ﬁlters still ﬁnd all valid matches as candidates:
4 We use ti = 1 for all distance limits ti [14].
5 We use t = s = k + 1 for t and s mentioned in Lemma 2.2 [14].
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tors. Each suﬃx of factors is then searched sep-
arately. The numbers correspond to (cumulative)
maximum number of errors allowed during the
search.
Fig. 2. Our modiﬁed suﬃx ﬁlters. Search for the
ﬁrst suﬃx allows one error already from the
beginning. The last suﬃx is not included in the
search.
Lemma 3. If ed(A, B)  k, there is a weak match on [1,k + 1] or there exists i ∈ [2,k] such that A and B have a strong match on
[i,k + 1].
Proof. By deﬁnition, searching with the weak match condition outputs B if ed(A[1, i], B[1, i])  i for all i ∈ [1,k + 1]. We
need to show that, if B does not satisfy the weak match condition, there is a strong match on [i,k + 1] for some i ∈ [2,k].
Let [1, j] be the longest preﬁx interval such that ed(A[1, j], B[1, j]) > j. Notice that j < k since ed(A, B) k. Furthermore,
we have
ed(A, B) = ed(A[1, j], B[1, j])+ ed(A[ j + 1,k + 1], B[ j + 1,k + 1]) k
and, by deﬁnition of j, it follows that
k − ed(A[ j + 1,k + 1], B[ j + 1,k + 1]) ed(A[1, j], B[1, j])> j.
Now we have an upper limit ed(A[ j + 1,k + 1], B[ j + 1,k + 1]) < k − j for the number of errors that we can possibly have
in the suﬃx [ j + 1,k + 1] when the weak condition is not satisﬁed (i.e. the topmost ﬁlter in Fig. 2 does not match) and
ed(A, B) k.
Let A′ and B ′ denote the suﬃxes A[ j + 1,k + 1] and B[ j + 1,k + 1], respectively. It remains to show that there exists
i′ ∈ [1,k − j] such that A′ and B ′ strongly match on [i′,k − j + 1]. Notice that Lemma 1 can be applied for A′ and B ′ since
ed(A′, B ′) < k − j, thus, there must be a strong match for some i′ ∈ [1,k − j + 1]. Now it remains to show that there exists
a strong match for i′ = k − j + 1 (i.e. there is no need to search the bottommost ﬁlter in Fig. 1): assume the opposite, i.e.
the only strong match is for i′ = k − j + 1. But now from Lemma 2 follows that ed(A′[1,k − j], B ′[1,k − j]) k − j which
contradicts ed(A′, B ′) < k − j.
Finally we have shown that any B , such that ed(A, B)  k, will satisfy either the weak match condition or the strong
match condition for some i ∈ [2,k]. 
Approximate suﬃx/preﬁx matches of T i ∈ T can be found as follows. Instead of a ﬁxed distance k, we are given two
parameters: a maximum error-rate  < 1 and a minimum overlap threshold t > 1. We deﬁne the overlap length  as the
length of the preﬁx involved in the suﬃx/preﬁx alignment. Now an overlap of length  is called valid if it is within edit
distance  and   t . Again, the string T i is split into factors but now the number of factors is determined by the
threshold t and error-rate  . We choose even length factors of length p (to be deﬁned later), with the exception of the last
factor that can be shorter. Now the number of factors is h = |T i |/p.
Candidate overlaps are found by searching suﬃxes T i[ j,h] for each j ∈ [1,h]: start the search from the ﬁrst factor T i[ j],
and use either the weak match condition (for j = 1) or the strong match condition (otherwise). Both conditions can be easily
be checked using the backtracking algorithm (Section 3.1) by increasing k between factors. While the FM-index search is
done backwards, forward search can be simulated just by reversing all input strings. At each step of the forward search, we
check for candidates as follows. Let ′ be the number of symbols of the suﬃx T i[ j,h] successfully aligned at the current step
of the search. If ′ + p( j − 1) t and ′  p, we check the range T bwt[sp, ep] and output those $-terminators as candidate
overlaps. These candidates are suﬃxes of strings in T that may be valid approximate overlaps of length ′ + p( j − 1).
Assume that there is a valid overlap of length  between T i and some T j . Our weak/strong match conditions for T i will
locate this occurrence if we can guarantee that the preﬁx T i[1, ] has been partitioned into at least  + 1 pieces, where
 gives the maximum edit distance for an overlap of length . Recall that in our partition the preﬁx T i[1, ] was split







.=t  + 1
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Statistics for resulting overlap lengths on a set of one million 454 reads. Results were post-processed to contain only the longest overlaps for each ordered
string pair.
t k  Mismatches only Edit distance
Max. Avg. Std.dev. Max. Avg. Std.dev.
40 2 – 506 67.9 39.1 535 77.2 49.4
40 – 2.5% 506 74.8 45.6 561 116.1 80.9
40 – 5% 524 76.7 45.7 1010 121.4 82.2
40 – 10% 1040 78.8 46.4 1040 123.9 80.5
This guarantees that we have chosen short enough factors to cover all valid overlap lengths  ∈ [t, |T i |]. In the end, all
candidate overlaps must be validated since some of the candidates may not represent a valid approximate overlap.
Unfortunately, our suﬃx ﬁlters cannot guarantee any interesting worst-case time complexities. We conclude with the
following theorem:
Theorem 3. Given a set T of r strings of total length n, a minimum overlap threshold t  1 and an error-rate  < 1, all approximate
overlaps within edit distance , where  is the length of the overlap, can be found using our modiﬁed suﬃx ﬁlters and in nHk +
o(n logσ) + r log r bits of space.
4. Experiments
We implemented the different techniques described in Section 3 on top of succinct data structures from the libcds
library.6 The implementation supports both Hamming and edit distance models. Edit distance computation is done us-
ing bit-parallel dynamic programming [25]. Overlaps can be searched by using either a ﬁxed number of errors k (i.e. the
backtracking algorithm) or a maximum error-rate  (i.e. our suﬃx ﬁlters algorithm). Our implementation is available for
download at http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/suds/sfo/.
We compared the following algorithms:
new The suﬃx ﬁlter algorithm described in Section 3.2.
old A slightly different suﬃx ﬁlter algorithm proposed in an earlier conference version of this paper [37]. See the ﬁrst
subsection for details.
backtracking The backtracking algorithm described in Section 3.1.
q-gram The q-gram ﬁlter proposed by Rasmussen et al. [32]. See the latter subsection for details.
The algorithms were tested on sets of DNA sequences produced by a 454 Sequencing System [3]. All of the DNA was
sequenced from one individual Melitaea cinxia (a butterﬂy) having a genome of size 300–330 Mbp. Since the 454 system is
known to produce sequencing errors in long homopolymers (runs of single nucleotide) [7], all homopolymers longer than
5 were truncated. The full set contained 5 million reads of total length 1.7 GB. The average read length was 355.1 with a
standard deviation of 144.2. Smaller sets of 4, 3, 2, and 1 million reads were produced by cutting down the full set. Majority
of the following experiments were run using the smallest set of one million reads. Table 1 shows some statistics for the
resulting overlap lengths.
The graph in Fig. 3 displays the frequencies of overlap lengths computed with different k and  parameters. Notice that
increasing k from 2 to 4 mismatches mainly increases the number of short overlaps. Overlaps computed using error-rate give
a much gentle distribution of overlaps, since they naturally allow less errors for shorter overlaps. Furthermore, at overlap
lengths 100–400, the 10%-mismatch search ﬁnds about 5 times more overlaps than methods with ﬁxed k. When searching
with 10%-edit distance, there are more than a hundred times more overlaps of length 300 compared to the 2-mismatch
search.
Both the new and old implementations use extra n logσ + O (d log ud ) bits (plain sequences plus a delta-encoded bit-
vector in main memory) to be able to check candidate matches more eﬃciently. In practice, the total size of the index for
the sets of 5 and 1 million reads was 2.8 GB and 445 MB, respectively.
The experiments in the ﬁrst subsection were run on a 2.83 GHz Intel Xeon E5440 having 32 GB of memory. Experiments
in the latter subsection were run on a 2.26 GHz Intel Xeon E5520 with 72 GB of memory.
4.1. Comparing new against old and backtracking
In [37], we proposed a slightly different way of using suﬃx ﬁlters to ﬁnd approximate overlaps using the FM-index.
The algorithm solves exactly the same problem discussed in this paper. The fastest suﬃx ﬁlter algorithm in [37] (dubbed
6 http://code.google.com/p/libcds/.
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each other at overlap lengths  where k = . Results were post-processed to contain only the longest overlaps for each ordered string pair. The y-axis is
logarithmic.
Table 2
Average time (ms) to compute overlaps per read. Reads were aligned using either Hamming (left) or edit distance (right) against a set of one million 454
reads. All averages were measured by matching 10000 reads against the whole set.
Method t -Mismatches -Errors
2.5% 5% 10% 2.5% 5% 10%
new 20 113 632
40 13 25 110 49 104 622
80 13 46
old 20 276 ≈2s
40 29 49 269 65 201 ≈2s
80 28 63
Method t k-Mismatches k-Errors
2 4 6 2 4
backtracking 20 5 277 ≈8s 31 ≈6s
old here) requires 2k + 2 ﬁlters to be searched during the ﬁltering phase. That is over twice more than our new proposal
which requires only k ﬁlters to be searched (cf. Fig. 2 and Section 3.2).
Table 2 gives average times to compute overlaps for the set of one million reads and for different values of t ∈ {20,40,80}
and  ∈ {2.5%,5%,10%}. As one could expect, new is more than two times faster than old due to more simple ﬁltering
phase. Both ﬁltering algorithms slow down substantially when using high error-rates or small thresholds because of the
shrinking factor length. We include backtracking for k ∈ {2,4,6} as a reference; since backtracking slows down
exponentially, it does not really scale up to higher values than k = 2.
Notice that new with  = 5% is at most ﬁve times slower than backtracking with k = 2 but produces signiﬁcantly
longer overlaps (cf. Table 1). Against backtracking with k = 4, new is faster in all test cases and produces longer
overlaps.
In another experiment, we measured the average time as a function of the number of sequences. Fig. 4 gives the average
times per read for new and old using parameters  = 5% and t = 40. Our new ﬁlters, for both edit distance and mismatch,
slow down by a factor of ≈2.6 between the smallest and largest set.
4.2. Comparing new against q-gram
Rasmussen et al. [32] proposed an eﬃcient q-gram ﬁlter for ﬁnding all -matches between two sequences, that is, all
local alignments with an error rate of at most  . Their proposal, which ﬁnds all matches over a given length, is considered
a very effective, full-sensitivity ﬁlter for DNA searches.
56 N. Välimäki et al. / Information and Computation 213 (2012) 49–58Fig. 4. Average time per read when the number of sequences increases from 1 to 5 million. Includes the algorithms new and old, both using parameters
 = 5% and t = 40. All averages were measured by matching 10000 reads against each set.
The ﬁlter requires a preprocessing step, where a q-gram index is constructed for the target sequence. Lets denote T the
set of r strings T i to index, having a total length n and a ﬁnite alphabet Σ . This index consists of two tables: the occurrence
table containing all the positions of T where each q-gram G appears in T , with G ∈ Σq , and the lookup table, which gives
the start of the occurrence list for each G . The space consumption of the index is proportional to the length of the sequence
to index and to the size of the q-grams vocabulary, more speciﬁcally, n + |Σ |q integers are needed.
Then, the ﬁlter tries to identify the regions between the two sequences that may contain a match. It follows the idea
of the q-gram method, which is based on the observation that the substrings of an approximate match must have a certain
number of q-grams in common [13]. First, it ﬁnds all q-hits between the query and target strings. Second, it identiﬁes
regions between the strings that have “enough” hits. These regions are parallelograms, which are compared using a sliding
window over the edit matrix. The candidate regions identiﬁed during the ﬁltering procedure are subsequently subject to a
closer examination during a veriﬁcation step.
We now compare our proposal of suﬃx ﬁlters (new) against this eﬃcient q-gram ﬁlter (q-gram). This comparison is
not meant to be exhaustive, but rather a proof of concept, illustrative of the performance of both techniques.
We used the SWIFT (version 1.0.1) implementation7 of the ﬁlter, aimed for fast local alignment search, guaranteeing
to ﬁnd all the -matches between two sequences. Thus, it returns not only the overlaps between the DNA reads but also
matches inside the reads. Hence, to obtain just an output comparable to our proposal, after all the matches have been
computed we just need to check each pair for proper overlaps. These overlaps could be computed in a more eﬃcient way, if
some modiﬁcations are done over the ﬁlter, ignoring some hits and saving time during the veriﬁcation step. An implementa-
tion including these modiﬁcations, which computes overlaps and can be applied to solve the sequence assembly problem, is
brieﬂy explained in the original paper; however, it is not publicly available. Hence, we compare our proposal to the original
q-gram ﬁlter which computes all the -matches, but it help us to illustrate the time and space performance for both ﬁlters.
We compute overlaps between reads using the set of 1 million 454 reads. As we have already mentioned in the previous
section, the total size of the suﬃx ﬁlter index for the set of 1 million reads was 445 MB, whereas just the occurrence table
of the q-gram index requires a considerable higher space, using about 2.3 GB to represent the 1 million read dataset for all
the values of q probed. The total size of the q-gram index depends on the value of q, since the lookup table stores an integer
for each q-gram G ∈ Σq . Table 3 shows the space consumption of the q-gram index in terms of the size of the q-grams. As
q increases, the size of the lookup table also increases, since it has an entry for each possible q-gram. The occurrence table
decreases slightly if the value of q increases, so that the total size of the index increases with q up to 10.3 GB when q = 15.
SWIFT program does not support the construction of q-gram indexes when q > 15. Even if a low value of q is chosen, the
space is still close to 2.5 GB, far from the size of the suﬃx ﬁlter index.
We measure the time to compute all the -matches for the ﬁrst 200000 reads of the set against the whole set of 1
million 454 reads. We choose two different values for the error rate, that is,  = 0.01 and  = 0.02, a minimum length
overlap of 40 nucleotides, and q ∈ [10,15]. Since large query sets are not supported by the SWIFT implementation, we
partitioned the query set composed of 200000 reads into 200 subsets of 1000 reads and solved them serially.
7 Available at http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/swift.
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Total size (in MB) of the q-gram index for the set of one million 454 reads.
q-Gram size
10 11 12 13 14 15
Occurrence table 2416 2406 2396 2386 2376 2366
Lookup table 8 32 128 512 2048 8192
Total size 2424 2438 2524 2898 4424 10558
Table 4
Average time (ms) per read to compute overlaps (with new) and -matches (with q-
gram). Reads were aligned using edit distance against a set of one million 454 reads.
All averages were measured by matching 200000 reads against the whole set.
Method q-Gram size Edit distance Index size
1% 2%
new – 35.89 51.82 445 MB
– 19.73 26.32 773 MB
q-gram 10 101.65 106.78 2424 MB
11 42.04 48.84 2438 MB
12 22.94 28.87 2524 MB
13 17.15 21.77 2898 MB
14 13.92 20.58 4424 MB
15 11.89 18.62 10558 MB
Table 4 shows the results obtained for each conﬁguration. We include the average time (in ms) needed to compute all
the matches per each read when  = 0.01 and  = 0.02. Last column of the table remembers the size of the index needed
for that computation. Notice that times for q-gram decrease as the q-gram size increases. The fastest time is obtained
when q = 15 and  = 0.01. The algorithm becomes 5 times slower if q = 10. However, the reduction in time when q > 11
is achieved by an increment of the space of the index, as we have already seen in Table 3. The FM-index has time-space
trade-offs that can be used to achieve a similar speed-up (up to certain degree) with the cost of using more space (up to
what q-gram is using). We include one example of a time-space trade-off8 of new in Table 4. When comparing the results,
take into account that the q-gram ﬁlter is obtaining all the -matches, whereas the suﬃx ﬁlter is only obtaining the overlap
matches.
Experiments with higher error-rates are included in previous subsection but the SWIFT implementation we tested did not
properly support them. A recent work [29] presents a new ﬁlter, called TUIUIU, which identiﬁes local similarity between two
or more sequences, and also identiﬁes repeats occurring at least twice in a sequence. Using TUIUIU for pairwise comparison
improves the ﬁltering power of SWIFT and it is able to deal with higher error-rates, as high as 12%–14%. However, we cannot
include the comparison of our proposal against TUIUIU ﬁlter since it is not possible to reproduce the same experimental
environment using the publicly available framework of this ﬁlter.9
5. Discussion
Our overlap computation can be easily extended to ﬁnd overlaps where either read is reverse complemented. This can
be achieved by including reverse complemented reads in the FM-index and running the search for both the original read
and its reverse complement. Alignments that are located inside reads can be found by looking at all positions (not just
$-terminators) in the last SA interval at the last step of the recursion. These positions correspond to candidate matches for
alignments inside reads. In practice, these two extensions together increase the search time by a factor of 2–4.
There are two trivial ways to distribute and/or parallelize the overlap computation. One can either (1) split the “query”
set and search the subsets in parallel or (2) split the index and search against all indexes separately. Based on our ex-
periments, (1) gives a better advantage in time but requires access to the whole index. If there are memory limitations,
combination of (1) and (2) is a viable option.
Currently, many state-of-the-art sequence assemblers for short read sequences (e.g. [30,40,4]) use de Bruijn graph alike
structures that are based on the q-grams shared by the reads. Recent results [36] have shown how to directly construct a
string graph, containing only non-transitive edges, for exact overlaps. It will be interesting to see whether starting instead
from the overlap graph (resulting from the approximate overlaps studied in this paper), or from a string graph, and applying
the novel techniques used in the de Bruijn approaches, yields a competitive assembly result. Such pipeline is currently under
implementation [34]. Finally, it is an interesting open problem whether theoretical worst-case results could be derived for
the approximate overlap computation e.g. extending the k-error tree [2] data structure.
8 Trade-off was achieved by replacing the Huffman shaped Wavelet tree with a separate bit-vector for each alphabet symbol.
9 http://mobyle.genouest.org/cgi-bin/Mobyle/portal.py?form=tuiuiu.
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